Can we predict the effects of multiple stressors on insects in a changing climate?" (2016 
Introduction 24
Insects and other organisms must simultaneously respond to various, natural abiotic and 25 biotic stressors, as well as to an increasing array of novel anthropogenic environmental 26 stressors. It is often difficult to distinguish the origin of stress because natural abiotic or biotic 27 , where it appears that synergistic 36 interactions (resulting in a greater-than-expected impact) among stressors may be the norm. 37
Here we show that multiple stressor studies on insects are still relatively rare, and discuss best 38 practices in experimental design for multiple stressor studies that aim to characterise 39 responses and identify underlying mechanisms, with an overall goal of predicting a priori the 40 outcomes of interacting stressors. 41
42
What do we study when we study multiple stressors? 43 We define a 'stressor' as any environmental or biotic factor with the potential to disrupt 44 homeostasis, performance or fitness [8] . The consequences of exposure to multiple stressors 45 are usually separated by ecologists and ecotoxicologists into additive and non-additive 46 (synergistic or antagonistic) effects [3, [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this review, we use the terms "synergism"and "antagonism" as a convenient way to indicate stressor interactions that result in greater or4 lesser effects than the additive sum of effects produced by the stressors acting in isolation, 49
respectively [see 5] . A range of statistical models have been used to identify non-additive 50 effects, and, as a consequence, the strength and basis of conclusions may depend on the 51 experimental context [9, 12, 13] . Some authors advocate using 'synergism' and 'antagonism' 52 only to refer to effects detected by means of additive ANOVA models in a full-factorial 53 design [3, 9, 10, 13, 14] . By contrast, in some disciplines, for example toxicology, the mode of 54 actions of multiple toxicants (stressors) are always assumed to be different, leading to 55 multiplicative (rather than additive) effects, which therefore requires appropriate statistical 56 analysis and terminology [9, 15, 16] . 57
58
We informally surveyed the Anglophone insect literature (see supplementary material for 59 details of the studies we identified). To narrow our criteria we focused on studies that 60 manipulated different classes of stressors (e.g. temperature and pathogens) in full-factorial 61 designs that allow estimation of non-additive results. A full-factorial two-stressor study 62 would thus include four treatments; (1) neither treatment (control), (2) stressor A alone, (3) 63 stressor B alone, and (4) both stressors, A and B, in combination. Despite the prevalence of 64 multiple, interacting, stressors in nature, most insect studies explore effects of one stressor in 65 isolation. At least 210 studies applying two stressors were not full-factorial in study design 66 (e.g. lacking a stressor-free control or an individual stressor treatment). Some of those studies 67 (e.g. those exploring interactions between temperature and pathogens and temperature and 68 atmospheric gases) use an additional stressor to enhance the impact of a stressor of primary 69 interest [17  ], and do not use a full-factorial experimental design. Such studies cannot predict 70 the range of non-additive responses and do not provide material for future meta-analyses on 71 stressor interactions. We found 133 full-factorial studies (listed in Supplementary Word file),stressor combinations, and we found none including more than three stressors. The two-74 stressor studies were spread across 12 insect orders, 51 families and 100 species (Fig. S1) . 75
This coverage of insects is still low for making far-reaching generalisations, especially when 76 the stressor outcomes are split among many stressor pairs. 77
78
The choice of endpoints in multiple stressor studies can substantially influence the 79 conclusions [18  ,19] . Many studies used mortality as an endpoint, for example those that 80 explored the combined lethality of chemical and pathogen/temperature exposures. Although 81 these studies can reveal non-additive stressor interactions, in our opinion they cannot reveal 82 their underlying mechanisms. Many two-stressor studies used sub-lethal, fitness-related, 83 endpoints, such as growth or fecundity (Fig. S1 ), which likely reflect diversion of energy to 84 repair stress damage and re-establish homeostasis [2, 20, 21] . We suggest that fitness-related 85 endpoints can shed light on underlying mechanisms of ecologically-relevant interactions 86 among stressors. 87
88
Although the studies we included were full-factorial in design, many were unable to directly 89 identify synergy or antagonism because of the selected statistical approach (e.g. comparing 90 combined effects only to the univariate effects of one stressor, but not both). Thus, the results 91 can provide only the presumption of non-additive interactions between stressors ( Fig. S1 ; 92 interactions is consistent with observations for other animals [3, 5] . We argue that the thin 99 taxonomic spread of existing data makes the insect literature currently unsuitable for formal 100 meta-analyses, but the accumulating number of primary full-factorial studies will eventually 101 be useful to identify large-scale patterns in non-additive effects among insect species and 102
stressors. 103 104
Accounting for the multiple scales of multiple stressors 105
The timing, intensity, duration, frequency and spatial distribution of stressor exposure will 106 vary among stressors and among stressor events, complicating their inclusion when 107 predicting organismal responses to multiple stressors and global change [2, 22] , particularly 108 when complex systems can give rise to emergent phenomena [23] . Including all possible 109 stressor combinations (and durations, sequences and intensities of stressor exposures) will 110 rapidly become intractable, but the spatio-temporal complexity of multiple stressors can be 111 reduced for experimental purposes by selecting combinations on the basis of their (co-) 112 occurrence dynamics in nature, for example, using the fractional factorial approach espoused 113
by Porter et al. (1984) antagonistic responses to multiple stressors and thus appears to be at odds with the 163 preponderance of synergistic effects of multiple stressors that we observed in our literature 164 survey (Fig. S1 ). Synergistic stressor interactions in insects have been most commonly 165 reported for chemical-temperature and chemical-pathogen pairs and the effects of other 166 stressor pairs have been little-studied. Thus, we lack both either the breadth of descriptive 167 data or (for many stressors) the mechanistic understanding of their mode of action necessary 168 to make predictions within this framework. However, mechanism can predict synergistic 169 responses to combined stressors, as in a scarabaeid beetle in which application of an 170 insecticide weakens the immune system, leading to a synergistic interaction when the 171 insecticide is applied in concert with a fungal pathogen [37] (Fig. 1) . Such predictability will likely arise when there are shared 193 mechanisms (or perhaps signaling pathways) underlying responses to those stressors. Thus, 194 univariate studies of single stressors, and the physiological and molecular mechanisms 10 We term responses to multiple stressors as 'generalizable' when most or all species exhibit 198 broadly similar responses to the same stressor combination, but 'idiosyncratic' if different 199 species respond differently or in a context-dependent manner (Fig. 2) . The shared 200 mechanisms that underlie many stress responses [29, 36, 39, 40] , and the associations of at least 201 some stressors over evolutionary time [29] lead us to expect that at least some interactions 202 among stressors will have impacts generalizable to higher taxonomic levels. There are well-203 Although we know a lot about how insects respond to single stresses, few studies have 225 characterized responses to two stressors in combination, and studies that include three or 226 more stressors are rare. Similarly, although the mechanisms underlying responses to 227 univariate stressors have been explored, we cannot yet connect those mechanisms to the 228 responses to stressors in combination. We suggest that using these data in phylogenetic or 229 multiple stressor frameworks may allow determination of the predictability and 230 generalizability of responses to multiple stressors, and that determining this will improve our 231 ability to incorporate multiple stressors in more general models of global change. 
